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At a time when research methodology is being critically questioned

(Snow, 1974; Clark and Snow, 1975), it is appropriate to look around us

at research deiigns and statistical techniques which are untried, unusual,

new, or which have been tried and abandoned. Admittedly, factor analysis

as it is generallx used does not really fit into any of these categaries.

However, in the following pages ways of using it are suggested which

are all of these four things. The studies cited as illustrations of the

methods presented p y factor analysis in new.and unusual ways, and also

resurrect and elaborate upon methods which have not been used for the

last ten years. In this way, factor analysis allows research to move in

the new directions that are being suggested for educational technology.
-t.

There is no doubt that factor analysis is a comfkicated.statistical

pcocedure. It has a tendency to righten people off, and the small group
4

of superspecialists in the ar fends, by virtue of the complexity q

the Mathematics and their,reliance on computers, to be beyond the

reach' of the general researcher (Nunnally, 1975). This paper therefore

begins with,a brief simplified overview for those not too familiar with

FS

faCtor-analytic techniques. Those 'ore familiar with the various

procedures discussed, and my "supersp' alists" who come across this

per will, I;hoper forgive any oversimplification. But it is hoped
1146

that those with only a sOferficial knoWledge of factor analysis will

.

nonetheless be able to get some ideas of how it can be applied profitably

to research. Next, some recent' developments in factor - analyti

_12 i(
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techniques are discussed, which make it more useful to the researpher.

Then, Certain trends in instructional technology research which seem to

reqrire multivariate statistical techniqueNre examined. These are

linked to the notion of cognitive structveitaelf becoming grist to

7
the researcher's mill. Finally, several studies are used to illustrate

the various variations of factor analysis, and to' show how the technique

can tap into structural as well as performance-based aspects of cognition.

Factor analysis: an overview

Factor analysis ii a method of simplifying matrices of ititercor

,

relations among sets of variables. To do thls, the technt'que' entifies

and
clusters of variables that are highly correlated amon themselves,

uses these to describe more fundamental' variables, dimensions, in

the domain from which the original variables were taken. These fundamental

variables are called factors. Not only does factor analysis identify'

basic factors in a set of intercorrelated variables, but-it also

calculates the strength of the relationship between each variable and

each factor. This measure is the variable's "loading" on the factor, and

functions in a way similar to a correlation coefDicient.

The variables in the'original intercorrelation matrix can be any

variables eor which
corlelation coefficients, covariances or other measures

of association can be calculated. Historically, these variables have

usually been tests within test batteries, and factor analysis of the

intercorrelations among, the tests has been used to search for and

.13
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identify various dimensions within human intelligence, whetheT a single

'general intelligence factor (Spearman, 1904),, more complex hierarchical

arrangements of'human intellectual abilities (Burt, 1948; Vernon-, 1961),

or a complete model of the structure of the.human intellect, (Guilford, 1956;

6Tuilford, 1967). Its use is by no means limited to this area, however,

yactor'analysis has been used to. describe the structure of associative

meaning within a set ,f interrelated words (Deese, 1962, 1965), to

study basic dimensions underlying the phenomenon of aphasia (Jones and

/
Wepman, 1961), and even to identify-certain basic -chemical phenomena

associated with the hardening of cement (Woods, 'Steinour and Starke, 1932).

A useful way of looking at factors is to think of them as vectors

in a defined space. (More commonly, this idea is applied to correlation

between two variables, when a correlation coefficient is described as

the cosine of the angle between two lines representlbg the strength and

the directIon of each variable.) In the case of factor analysis, the

factors, as vectors, can be moved about an axiS through the space In

which they lie, and can thus be moved from their oriO.nal location to a
/

position which provides a more parsimonious description of the
\

relationships etween variables and factors. This prOCedure of reloca

ting factors (vectors) is known as'"rotation", This may be done in one

1

of two ways. Either the factors are specified to be uncorrelated, in

which case the vectors remain at right angles to each other as they are

rotated. Or the factors can them elves be intercorrelated. In this

A

case, the angle betw(Tn the vectors is not constrained to be ninety

diegreer,. The factor mAtrices which result from rotation are said to he
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oratogonal if the factors are uncorrelated, and oblique if the factors

are correlated.

In Simplifying add./describing intercor elation data, factor

.analysis gives us several kinds of informai n either directly stated

in, or which can be derived from, factor matrices. These statistics areas

follows:

A numb factors. The number of factors extracted by factor analysis

ca'h be specified efther by the researcher directly, or indirectly by

'specpying values of other statistics, such as the minimum eigenvalus

to be accepted for a factor, the accuracy of the factor solution, and

so on. For reasons, that will become aliparentvit is often more meaningful

for the searcher to specify the number of factors to be extracted u.

indirectly rather than,directly, since differencep in the number of

factors needed to describe interrelationships between a set of variables

are the lves of interest.

Factor patterns. Factors are described and named in terms of the

variables that load highly on them. In a matrix, a pattern of high

loadings isa-Pparent which describes the ructure of the intercorrelations

between fors and variables.

Factor loadings. These are the individual values of the relationships

between each variable .and, each factor.

Common factor variance. Also known as the communality of each variable,

this statistic (the sum of the squared loadings) indicates how much of

the variances of each variable can be accounted for by the factor loadings.

6
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Sometimes this is discussed in trtms of the variance not accounted for

by th'e factors = unique factor variance -- which is quite Simply the

communality subtracted from one.

Interfactor correlations. These are iDdications of the interrelationshiPs

.between the factors themselves. They are either zero, for orthogonal

solUtions, or non zero -tar oblique solutions.

These five statistics- provide interesting- delyeentptions of the

structural properties of sets of sets of interrelated variables.

However, purely descriptive information is of little use to statistically

based research. Factor matrfEes can describe structures very Oell,.but

have not been able to say if one structure is significantly different

from another; at least, not until recently. Thanks largely to the

development of computers, it is now possible to perforli the immensely

lengthy and complicated computations which are needed-to use factor

analysis for hypothesis testing. N..

Hypothesis testing with factor analyst's.

Confirmatory factor analysis, described, by Mulaik (1972, pp.361'

401), allows the researcher to testi the strtictdre of a set of intercor
.

related variables against a predetermined model of factor structure.

A researcher can state an hyp'otilesis concerning the structure of the

interrelationships in question, and can convert this' hypothesis into a

factor model by assigning predetermined values to some, or to all of the

five statistics that factor analysis provides. For examplee he may

hypothesize that, within a set of interrelated variables, there are

three basic factors, with loadings of ..certain values in certain positions,

7
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with a certain proportion of the common variance accounted for bs, the

three factOrs, which are themselves interrelated in a certain- way; The

techaiques.of confirmatory factor analysis allow him to test the actual

observed data agaidst the hypothetical model, and to estimate the goodness

A the fit of the model to the data. 'The goodness of fit is indicated

by a large sample ahi-square value. If the chi-square value is .

significant, then it is probable that there is not a.good fit between the

data and the model, and the hypothesis should be rejected. "A non-

significant chi-square indicates a good fit, -and the researcher should

conclude that any-apparent deviations of the data from the model are

due to chajce, -and that, the hypothetical model provides an adequate

desCriptiop of the structure of the data.

A further refinement of confirmatory factor analysis is

simultaneous factor analysis (Joreskog, 1971). With this procedure:

7/- confirmatory factor analysigan.be-performed ¢more than one populationopulation

at once. Although this method was developed' identify facto models

common to two or more populations by estimating t ' goodness lb fiteto

both simultaneously, with care the technique can be used to test for

-
differences in the structure of interrelationships among identical sets

of variables in two or more populations. First, the researcher facto

analyzes the intercorrelation matrix of variables in one of the

populations. He takes the values obtained for each of the five statis-'

tics as his hypothetical model, and then factor analyzes bot populations

simultaneously. A significant chi - square indicates a sig ficant

8
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departure of the second population from the model based on the first

population, and the researcher can conclude that the interrelationships

among the variables are different in the Lwo populations.

Jorehkog offers a further refinement to his, method. By starting

out with a general factor model, and gradually making it more specific,

it is possible not onlyto discover whether the two sets of data are

structurally different, but also to isolate that particular statistic in

which the difference occurs. This is.helped considerably by the, I

hierarchical nature of the statistics. l'or example, differences in factor

loadings donut- necessarily imply differences in factor pattern, but will

always imply differences in common factor,variance. The researcher begins

by testing the most general model which states that the number of factors

is invariant. \Fie then tests the more restricted model of'the invariance

of factor pattern, then common factor variance, then'interfactor

correlation. If he finds that the factor patterns are the same for both

populations, but then that common factor variances' are different, he can

conclude that the number of factors, and factor patterns are the same in
, I

both populations, but that common factor variance and interfaator cor-

relations are different. Each successive hypothetical model is a

specific instance of the preceding one.

Trends in Educational Technology Research.

The descent from the rarified'atmosphere of factor analysis

theory to the don -to -earth problems of instructional technology research

4r is not as precipitous as it might at. first seem. .Recent pleas-by.

9
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resea hers have suggested that'researeh become more representative of

reaf-would situations. Stowe (1973) Suggests both'the systems approach
,A.

r v

and research as methodologies for educatiOn. While the latter would -=-_-

1 ?

not be tuperteded b.ythe former,the systems approach would, neVertheless,

.. . /

,.-

btloaden the scope of the educational researcher. A systems approach to

k researchable,problems would mean conducting. research in the classroom

rat6r 41han in the laboratory.. 7/aaables'tiften excluded by experimental

control wOur be included in aTysis, perhaps-at the expense of

statistic precision and high levels of significance. Research designs
-, \.

Would become metre representativeof classroom environments and would .

allow proximal anFI distal. variables to enter into research designs and l

analysis (S65 -07-1974'I ). Indeed, Clark and Snow (1975) have pxopobsea : '14 '''''

'
,

, ,s

research designs that allow for experimental control without limiting

representat ness, that have both internal and !'ecological' validity.,

It is `not difficult to see why these more representative and

realistic research methodologies are so appropriate to? educaVonal

techn9loity research. The educational technologist is concerned first

.(

anc foremost with systems, whether of media, machines and resources,

teachers, facilities and grtudeRts, or complex interrelationships of

.

44

learner characteristics. The study of systems-'of any type requires

. .

the acknowledgement of complexity. If, in a system, a part is isolated .

from the other parts, the system breaks down. Educational technology
4

researcherwcannot therefore:afford to look at things in. isolation;

but muet, as Snow says, look at peripheral variables as well. The

integration earning, resources into optimum learning environmests

.../9
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requires a holistic approach to research and development.

Similarly, if. complex learning environments are to be expldited

to their fullest with learners, the learners themselves dust treated

holistically"as well. Winn (1975) drew attention to the

fact that the learner` is a'"complex system of many interrelated variables.

To the learning situation, the learner brings not merely prior learning;

but feelings, unrelated associations, Dp4nions, atStules and so on.

It seemed appropriate to Winn to conger the learrier as f nctioning

4 cognitively in a w4ty analogous to an open system. A model of learning,

\ built aroupd this an4jlogy, allows for the eff;)t of peripheral environ-

mental variables upon the more central variables of learning.

One common thread underlies dll of these suggestions and analogies,

ti

. If educational technologists want to study the clans of richly varied

4

learning environments on the whole learner, then.they must take into

'consideration lajlaele systems of variables both within and .outside the

leaner.. Aptitude-treatment interactio* research is a sigh that

researchers recognize that learnera'differ on many dimen ions, an the

technique has produced many interesting findings, which are already

giving rise 'to some useful generalizations (Allen, 1975However, in a

truly represehtative learning Dituation,,eVen assigning small groups of

.students-to sliffereAt instructional treatments on'the basis of defined

co'

and reseal-017d aptitudes isnot really going far anough. 4deally, each

variable aff6cting each learner as an individual should be accounted for..

Obviously, 04, is logistically impossible at present. Howeve16,(the'

educational,tOchnologist-can begin moving in this - direction if the studies.

11

111
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many variab es in single subjects rather than just a feW variables in

many subjec 8.
1

The study of manyvariables in.combination in learners'has two

implications: the researcher needs to obtain data on the learner's

cognitive structure rather than just performances; such ructural infor

matiOni, because it involves many variables, must be analyzed by;multi

variate techniques. Moreover, the researcher needs to be able to us

multivariate techniques to test statistical hypotheses about cliffe ences

tween various structures, and changes in4them. Among he.several

e m4tivariate techniques, factor analysi4 provides the necessary

tructural information, and in its confirmatory and simultaneous forms

is. capable of testing hypotheses about these structures and differences

etween them. Deese's studies of the structureof assciative meaning

(Deese, 1962, 1965) are good"Lcamples of how factor analysis c9n describe

structural relationships between concepts, The factor matrices merging

from the analysis of intersection coeff4cients derived from free

associations to groups of related words provided detailed deQcriptions

of the way the concepts named 6 the words were related. Deese's

technique, modified to suit the-more recent developments in confirmatory

and simulaneouo factor analysis, provides ayery useful jumpingOff point

for the study of cognitive structure. In some Instances, confirmation

of the results obtained from factor analysis is possible throueAndysis

of variance and multiple regression tedyniques. This confirmation is

41,

useful to validate factor analysis Aa me6hod of testing hypotheses.
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r analysis can only provide meaningful data to thet,researdher

if he has some idea of what it is in human cognition that-the various
,

.

,,---- ,

statis derived from fattbr analysis represent. It is intuitively
A .

appealing to suppose that, since fagtor analysis provide's information

.

iabout,strnctural interrelationsgips between variables, factoematrice
1

1 ,

,

,

.._, representcognitive structure in some way. qf this were so,'then the
,

. .,

teseatcher could indeed,test,hypotheses about changes. in the way in

which subjects structure the information they receive, not just the way

'they perform on tests. Cognitive structure itself would then become a

dependent variable. But Tor this come about; the researcher must be

f,able to answer such questions as', "What is a. actor?"
,

,, "What do significant

, -...)

differences) in common factor variance mean in terms ofhow a subjeCt
-- ,

4
-

structures information?" , Fortunately, answers to some of.these questions ._,,

\i'

can be found in the litetature. .
000

5cott (1966) suggests that the numbef of factors extracted by

factor analysis under certain specified procedures serves as a sntiS-

factory measure of domain,diffifentiation. This is a property Of

cognitive structure which indicates the degree to which a person distin-

guishes among the elements in a given cognitive domain.. For example, if
N

,one subject arranges.objects in a,given domain in such a way that, five

factors are extracted from4the.intercorrelations between` the objects, the

researchem\can conclude that this subjoct has a more complex differ)htia-
_

Ant structure than a sgbject ,for whom.nnly four 'factors are obtained:

A more elaborate picture of cognitive structure is offered by

143
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MacNeill (1974). Like Scott's report, MacNeill's paper also offers

possibilities for r lating factor matrices to cognitive structure.

-4

MacNeill identifies two main components of cognitive structure: discrimi-

nating structUe, which refers to the breaking-down of information into

its components for,sorting; and integrating structure, which refers to

how the partitioned p#rts,are related. (It is impossible to overlook

the parallel,between discriminating'and integrating structures, and

Tiaget's "assimilation" and "aacomtodation", (Piaget, 1967). The

complexity of a person''S cognitive structure 'depends upon the 'complexity

of 'both the discriminating and the integrating components. DiscriMinative
0

4i°

complexity is a function of the number of dimensions in a person's cognitive

structure and of the articulation,of those dimensions. if a .dimensiol is

considered to be like a scale on which people rate items,.then'the

articulation of the dimension is a function of the number of possible

gradations on the dimension. Integrative cognitive complexity is a

function of the relationships between-die dimensions. A person's

discriminative complexity increases as the number of dimensions and the

number of gradations on them increases, and integrative' complexity
0

increases-as the dimensions become less correlated to each other.

Parallels between this conception of cognitive structure and

'factot matrix statistics are easily seen. Again, it is intuitively

appealing to thinks! factors derived from the interrelationships between

concepts to represent the dimensions of cognitive structure, factor

loadings to be related to articulation, and inteTfactor correlations to

describe degrees of integrative cognitive complexity. If the relationship

14
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between factor patterns and cognitive structure could be proven to exist

in fact, this would be most useful to educational technology researchers.

It would'allow them to study the impact ofanultivariate learning

environment's On the cognitive structure of individual learners and of

-groups of learners, and arrive not just at assessments of the effectiveess

of instruction on learner performance, but also on how the learners

structure the information in the.first place.

r

Experimental evidence.

Two studies have just been completed which attempt to relate

the valrious statistics provided by a factor matrix to cognitive structure

and learning, (Winn, 1976a, 1976b). Beginning from Shvelson's (1972)

study showing that instruction leads to better-defined cognitive.

Structures, a first stady, set out to compare factor matrices obtained
.

f'om interrelated concepts obtained before and after instruction in that

domain from which the concepts'were taken. If factor analysis can indeed'

reveal cognitive structure, then, according to the theory of cognitive

complexity, factor matrices should reflect changes in complexity as a

resultot instruction. lore specifically, instruction should bring about)

an increase in thenumber of factors, and an increase in'the lOadings

matched by an increase in common factor variance as a result of increased

discriminative complexity, and it should also bring about a decrease in

interfactor correlations as a result of increased integrative complexity.

These hypotheses were tested as follows: Subjects were pretested

in semantics at the beginning of an introductory colnunications course.

..../14 j/

. I
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At the same time, they made single free verbal associations to twelve'

words naming key concepts in the semantic area. These associations;

. were used to compute intersection coefficients measuring the association

between the concepts, and these coefficients were factor-analyzed. This

procedure replicated exactly Deese's (1962, 1965) method of studying

associative meaning. After the three weeks normal course-work, which

comprised the "semantics unit" in the course, the subjects were post-

. tested on spantics and made a second set of free associations to the

same words. These too were factor analyzed. Pre-and post-test comparisons

of the test scores sTOwed that the subjects had learned a significnt.

amount about semantics.

The two factor matrices derived from the associations made before

a?id after instruction were compared using Jbreskog's simultaneous factor'

analysis of several populations _procedure, ddscribed earlier in this

paper. Although no significant differences were found between the number

of factrrs and the.factor:patterns of'the two matrices; the matrix obtained

from the post-instruction associations had significantly larger common

factor variances and significantly smaller interfactor correlations.

These twosignificant differences lend credence to, cognitive complexity

theory, and also to the ability Of factor analysis to reveal cognitiVe

structure. The lack, of differences between the two matrices as far as

the number of factors and factor patterns were concerned was not

surprising in view of the generally low factor loadings.in both matrices.

The unique factor variances were much larger than the common factor

variances in both matrices, and this means that the factors that were
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extracted accounted for only a small portion of the total variance. This

phenomenon is also true in Deese's work, incidentally, and is probably

attributable to the low probability o similar associations being made

to different words, even if the words a e judged to be highly related

conceptually. It seems, however,, that t at amount of variance accounted

for by factors, and interfactor correlatio s, are'related to learning,

and one can coyclude, perhaps, that learning brings about cognitive

structures of greeter integrative complexity aid greater "structuredness".

!/
4.

0

A second study was conducted to explore further the relationships

between factor'sructure as a measure of cognitiye structure and

performancg. In this second study two measures of performance were, used.

The first of these, a0'i the previdus study, was the subject's score

on a,,written test, The stEond performance measure was the mean number

of word associations each subject gave to the stirmaus words: This second

measure was chosen' as a dependbnt variable because it was' teen as an

ndication of a subject's familiarity with and, access to the content and

not necessarily the accuracy Kith which he knew it.

\

After normal classroom instruction in audiovisual communication,

which was the next segment in the introductory communications course used

in tiJfirst study, students made multiple free associations to ten words

-naming ten new key concepts. this was a modification of : Deese's procedure

developed by Winn (19760' in another study. At the same 'trifle, the subjects

took their midterm examo. Their performance on those questions directly

related to the ten key ords was noted, as was the mean number of words
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each subject gave as associations to the stimulus words. Intersection

coefficients for the ten stimulus words were calculated for each subject,

and these were factor analyzed. In this way, factor matrices were

obtained for every individual subject. The number of.factors, the mean

common factor variance, the percentage of variance accounted for by the

first factor, and the:peeqpntage of variance accounted for by all of the

factors were noted from the factor matrices of each subject. These-
,

loortatIstics were then used as predictors of midterm test performance and

of the mean number of associations made by each subject. Multiple

fftression of these variables on midterm score and number of associations

showed a significant positive relationship'betweqn mean'common factor

variance and midterm score, -and between all of_the predictor variables

and number of associations made. 'A significance level of .059 was also

obtained for the relationship between midterm score and the percentage of

variance accountedfor by the first factor.
4

Thia second study provides further evidence of the ationship

between cognitive structure measured by factor analysis and performance.

-N.

The relationship between common Tactor.Variance and performance on the

midterm test was not unexpected, atil serves to support the similar Binding

in the first study., The near-significance of the relationship betWeen

the midterm score and the percentage of variance accounted for by the

first factor alone requires further experimental study. This is all the

more necessary since the relationship between the percentage of variance

accounted for by all the factors and midterm score waa no where near

significant. This suggests that there is quite a complex, relationship

18 ,
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between performance on the test and the cumulative variance accounted for

by successive factors. An interactionleffect between performance and

cumulative percentage might well exist.

The significant negative correlation between mean. dpmber of

associations given to the stimulus words and the number of
4

factors seem

c

to contradict cognitive complexity theory. The more associations a.

'subject makes to a set of interrelated words, the-fewer the number of

factors which acedunt for thecommon meaning If factors correspond to

dimensions in cognitive structure, the apposite should occuj. There are.

-
1

two points that need to be made. The first concerns the idea that.t4e
.4/

more associations that are made, the more overlap there must be. While it

is true that.the probability of repetition increases as the:number of

responses increases, it is also true.tHat the number of uni
43>. responses

increases as well. It seems unlikely, therefore, thathe treplition

of certain responses accounts for the smellier number of factors. A more T

plausible explanation seems to be that fluency of association is somehow

related to simplicity of associative structure. In this case., those

subjects w o are able to structure a cognitive domain with the help of

just a few dimensions would be able to give More associations to key

words from that domain.- Access to the various dimensions of the domain

would be easier for them. Simplicity of cognitive structure leads to

greater familiarity with the content of that structure. However, this

simplicity does not seem to help performance on a test based on the

content. There was no significant relationship between the number of

factors and performance on.the midterm test. Neither, :incidentally,

19'
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were the two dependent variables, test performance and number of

associations" significantly related.

A significant positive relationship between common factor variance

.
.
and 'the number of associations made should cause no surprise. It confirms,

for number of associatio 'ns as a measure of subject ,.erformance, what the 1

first, study and the other part 0/this study showed for test performance.

The'more associationsNthat are the more the variance can be

accounted for by the common factors.
4

The relationships between'the percentages of variance accounted '

for by the factors and bhemean number of associations for each stimulus

4word seem to be as complex as-the relationships between these percentages

and midterm test performance. There was a significant negative

relationship between the total percentage of variance accounted for bythe

factors anciPthe number of associations made,a
116%.nd a significant positive

relationship between the percentage" of variance accounted for-by the'

A

-first factor and the number of associations made. The inteAction between.

factor position, amount of variance accounted for by the factor and numberr
of words Wren as associations is difficult to interpret without further

study. However, the greater the number of word's, the-greater the

percentage of variance accounted .,0e by the first factor, and the smaller

the percentage of variance accounted for by all the factors.' It seems

that cognitive:simplicity is accompanied by a markedly unequal distribution

of the common factor variance among the factors. As subjects make more

,, ail

responses, they not only use fewer dimensions to structure the cognitive

sa . : /
,

domaisl ip question, but..the Importance of,the most important.dimenbion

'4 0

Ar
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is much greater than that of the others.

The results of these two,studies can be generalized only with
. ,

caution. Itgseems that common faCtor variance a good iindic.+r of

performance.on a written test of a cognitive domain: The more a person

knows about something, the more the common meaning of the oncels withta

the domain can be accounted for by t4sfundamental dimensi ns along, which

the person structures his knowledge of the domain. Beyond this, the

amount of variance accounted for by the most important of these dimensions.

also seems to be a'good predictor of test performance, though the reasons

for'this can only be speculative with the amount of data,furnished. by
4>

these,twostudies. There appear to be stronger relationships between

the number of associations given and cognitive sructure.. Simplicity

structure seems to enable the learner to make associations more eibily,
A

and suggests an easier access to the informatLon in his cognitive

structure. Common factor variance, too, is closely.related to the number

of associations given, and there also appears to be a relationship;

though a complex one, between the order of factors, the amount of variance

they contribute, and the number of words given as associations. v

)Generally, the various statistics given b factor analysis seem tG behave

as cognitive coiplexity theory predicts'they should, althOugh there

appears to be a stronger relationship between these statistics and 0

quantitative measures, such as the number of associations made, than

quantitative measures, such as test perTormance.

It appears 'Men that factor analysis is capable of describing(

certain aspects of cognitive structure. Just where does it fit into

21
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S

research in educational technology? kihe obvious advantage thalths,

technique has over other more traditional methods of -data'analysis.is

that factor analysis permits the researcher tp assess the impact of
A

various instrucepnal treatments on how learners process'and structure

information, not just on how they perform. on tests f that information.

o

If-the values attached to the variop statisticsAderived from factor?

analysis are used as dependent variables in a research study, then the'

researcher 14111 be able to observe structural changes in the learne4i as

a result of.various instructional treatments. These structural changes,

moreover, will be attributable tOthe action of many variables, notrjust.

a few, if free association d a are used.

i

An examy'le of the us faof ctor analysis in this way is'a study.

by Winn (1976c) of the strt tural digere nces in` free associations'to

;

words,blaCk-aod-white and color pictures. Silbects;inade multiple Free

associations to monoclirome.and to color pictures, and to the'corresPOnding

noun labels. The intersection coefficients between .he sets of stimuli

were factor analyzed,'and the three matrices - `'were compared using Joreskog's

technique. It was f und that the common factor variances of both mono-
.

chrome and color pic/tdres differed from those of the nouns, but ths) the

factor patteins were the same. It was concluded that.the basic cognitive

structures derived from pictures and words are the same, but that words

lead to a tighter structuring of information than pictures. The shapes

of the structures are the same for both words and pictures, but the

shapes and mdre clearly defined in the case of words. These results

allowed the researcher to draw conclusions about differences between the

22
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A.

'qualitative and the quantitative effects of different ways of presenting

informat o . Factor analysis provided information about the qualitative

aspects.of the struCtures which would not have been available as a result

of more traditional forms of analysis.

A second experiment in the same study allolk Winn to isolate two
\ ,6

color factors in the analysis of associations to colored stimuli. This
/

showed that color does indeed have an effect on the way in which,learners

structure inforpation,when color is used to differentiate concepts w '41

a conceptual domain. Here again, factor analysis in the confirmatory

mode allowed structural information to be studied where more conventional ,

techniques would not have proven adequate.-

Clearly, these few studies are primitive. The complex techniques

(associated with the use of factor analysis in these and- similar

experimental settirys. have to be refi,ped to some extent. However, the

,J analysis of`-free assoAaions bythe various techniques discussed above

does provide an "access route" to cognitive structure. There is a need

for researchers in the educational technology area to apply these techni-
.,

a

ques to the study of the effectiveness of different instructional

treatments ondiferent learners. We need information about the learner-

,.

as-system, and factor analysis 'can give it to us. Nor should the

researcher limit himself to the analysis of free associations. Deese's

technique has 1,imitations. .It is hard to imagine that freely associating.,

to stimuli allows the subject toAreveal everything, he knows and feels about

something. Other methods of der. ing profiles of the.structure of a

particular cognitive domain neecJ to be developed. Digraph analysis of

instructional content (Prase, 1969'; Kingsley, Kopstein and Seidel, 1968)

23.
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and adjacency matrix. construction (Harary, Norman and Cartwright,. 1965)

both offer to extend the intercorrelati4n of concepts in a given ,domain
. -

) . -.

away from single-word responses towards connected discourse. Other types

\ . ' 11' A . ..-' .4.

of factor analysis need to be expfored%s well. Particularly promising

is longitudinal factor analysis (Evans, 1967) as a.technique for comparing

structures in a "before and after" experimental design, Other mdltiva-

riate techniques should not be overlooked either. An,example of multiple

regression. used in conjunction with factor analysis has already been

given. Its usefulness to the educational technology researcher is not

to be underestimated.

In conclusion, factor analysis is useful to the educational

technology researcher chie.Cly because it provides qualitative information

about'a learner's cognitive structure. Recent development in the

technique allow it to be used for hypothesis testing and for the comparison
0

of structures derived from different treatments, and derived before and

after treatments. In this way it is particularly useful for telling us

-

about the way leainers process and arrange the information they receive

withoot excluding any of the peripheral variables that inevitably

influence cognition. Experiments have shown that the various s' tistics

detived from factor analysis of free association data do indeed act as

predicators of some kinds of learner performance, and, by following the

predictions of°cognitive complexity theory, they' have been shown to provide,

fnformation about the learner's cognitive structure. Clearly,. the

experiments reported above need to be replicated. It is far too early

to place great confidence in the validity of factor analysis as a measure

..../23
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of cognitive structure. But what has been done so far suggests that

this is an area.worthy of further study, add that, applied, to t e

44

'study oi differences in cognitive stictures derived from different

10
;

,,

instructional treatments, factor analysis is indeed capable of becoming

one of the educational technologist's most valuable research tools.

*45
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